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WE'IDEI) STUD ANCHORS
E 'ECT OF P LATE FLEXi BI LTY ON S'TUD CAPACITY

CEB REPORT No. 79-18

In tests reported in Reference No. I welded stud anchors failed by pulling
plugs out of the flexible attachment plates at capacities less than minimum
stud material requirements. As a result of this, noncompliance reports were
filed (see references) on all active TVA nuclear construction projects and a
test program (Reference 2) was undertaken to quantify the effect of plate
flexibilityon 'stud capacity. This report describes the results of the test
program.

The plug failures reported in Reference No. 1 were not experienced in any of
the 24 tests reported herein, however reduced capacities were experienced
which must be attributed to plate flexibility. A comparison of all test
results to date is shown on Exhibit No. 5. As a result of this comparison it
is our opinion that the reduced capacity is principally a function of plate
flexibility rather'than mode of failure. Plate failure occured in two of the
tests. HoweverTVA metalurgist Paul Guthrie described these failures as
normal bending type failures and not lamellar tares. In his opinion the
plates used in these tests were not susceptible to lamellar tearing. These
tests do demonstrate that the mode of stress transfer alone is not responsible
for plug failures. We must therefore conclude that a combination of material
susceptibility and mode of stress transfer is necessary to duplicate plug
failures. Since the test data from the plug failures fits the pattern of test
data from stud failures we have concluded that the failure mode does not
significantly effect capacity.

The effect of reduced stud capacity with increased eccentricity of load
transfer and decreased thickness of plate is to restrict the effectiveness of
studs to the'first line of anchors beyond the face of the attachment. When
the eccentricity "e" (representing the shortest distance from anchor to attach-
ment) and plate thickness "t" exceed an e/t ratio of two Exhibit 5 indicates
that the tensile strength allowable for the anchor should be based on:

fSU = 60 - 15Ve/7t- 2 in ksi.

When the overall spacing of exterior effective anchors exceeds the width of
attachment or Where the spacing is eccentric to the position of the attachment,
then the effective capacity.of a line of anchors must be weighed on the basis
of the summation of the individual anchor capacities. This can be assumed
since the same e/t relationship reducing anchor capacity also reduces or
balances anchor displacements by the distribution of load to the anchors.

Description. of Tests

Four11 by 11 inch plates and four 3 by 11 inch plates, each of 1/2, 3/4,
and I inch thickness were obtained from Watts Bar Project QA materials, and
symetrically shop welded on the project with studs spaced eight inches on
center. Five eighths inch studs by six inches long were welded to the
1/2 inch thick plates. Three-quarter inch studs by 7-1/2 inch long were
welded to the-other sizes. Inspection of the specimens prior to embedment
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in the test blocks revealed much working and grinding of the welds and allspecimens were rejected. In securing the second batch of specimens it wasrequested that.all ferrules be left in place. These ferrules were carefullyremoved at the laboratory during inspection prior to embedment. With theexception of one or two welds, which were repaired with normal procedures,
all welds were judged acceptable.

Tensile tests were performed onhalf of the specimens. Pictures of thetest rig are shown in Exhibit I and ultimate results are contained in,Exhibit 3.. Anchor displacements were measured at each loading incrementby dial gages located directly above the anchors. Load displacement curves
for the tensile tests are shown in Exhibits 6-8.

Since no plug failures occured in the tensile tests it was decided to testthe remaining 12 specimens by applied moment to see if the manner of loadapplication is the principal factor controlling the mechanism of failure.Pictures of the moment testing rig are shown in Exhibit 2 with moment capaci-ties shown on Exhbit 4. Anchor displacement were. measured and plots of applied
moment vs anchor displacement are shown in Exhibits 9-14.

Anchor Displacement and Flexible Analysis

In general concrete failure did not occur around the peripherfy of the embeddedplate at low loading nor did visible displacement of the plate edges occurwith respect to the concrete until the tensile loading reached approximately
50 percent of the load capacity. Under direct tensile loading the uppersurface of the outer edges of flexible plates tend to rotate outward due tothe downward pull of the anchors. When the plate is embedded with its uppersurface flush with the concrete surface the concrete will restrain thisrotation creating a frictional force which supports directly the load in theanchors such that the actual net force in the anchors is the difference between
the applied load and this frictional drag.

In the moment tests the tendency for the upper surface to rotate outward isoffset by the counter rotation of the attachment. The differences can beseen by comparison of the load and moment-deflection curves (Exhibits 9 and 10).If the average load-deflection curve for the 3/4 inch anchors is assumed andmoments-calculation on the basis of minimum moment arms of 7.5 inches forthe 3/4 inch plates and 8 inches for the one inch plates the resulting momentdeflection curves would be as shown. The increased stiffness in the lowstress range for the assumed minimum moment arms substantiates the edgesupport discussed above. The same phenomenum does not occur with the 1/2 inchthickplates because the increased flexibility of these plates will allowfor prying action to occur between the anchor and plate edge. This pryingaction offsets the edge support. This can be seen in Exhibit 11 whichshows a close match up of theoretical and measured displacements when the
input data is taken from the tensile tests.

The ability of any method of analysis to predict system deflections is dependentprincipally on the accuracy of predicted anchor displacements under load. Thecurves for the flexible analysis shown on Exhibits 9 and 10 are based on theadjusted average displacement curve shown on Exhibit 6 and 7. The effect ofincreasing anchor displacement in a flexible analysis, is to increase the



effective moment arm of the anchorages to a maximum value dependent on the
flexibility of the plate and the displacement capacity of the anchor. In the
development of stud capacities for the moment tests of Exhibit No. 5 we have
assumed a maximum displacement capacity of 0.25 inches at 60 ksi anchor stress.
We also used the average load displacement data of the tensile tests (not
adjusted average) as input to the flexible analysis. Varying this displacement
data within reasonable results will not significantly effect the calculated
anchor stress at ultimate moment capacities.

Comparison With CEB Report No. 78-210

A comparison of this moment vs anchor displacement is shown on Exhibit 9-11.
The curves from CEB Report No. 78-210 (listed as 77-17, 78-11, 78-12, 78-13,
78-14) have been adjusted to account for the difference in deflections measured
from a point half way between the anchors to a direct anchor displacement. In
all cases the anchor displacement from the 78-210 tests exceed the displacement
of the 79-18 tests over the full range of measurements. With the exception of
Test No. 78-12 the failure mode for the remaining 78-210 tests was by pullout
of plugs from the plate. In our opinion this increased displacement confirms.
our original assumption of progressive cracking in the 78-210-test report.

A comparison of the moment capacities of the two sets of tests indicate the
78-210 tests had higher capacities with the 1 inch thick plates, approx equal
capacities in the 3/4 inch plate tests, and lower capacities in the 1/2 inch
plate tests. There appears to be no consistent correlation between the load
displacement curves and ultimate capacity in any of the tests. Apparently the
variation in residual stress due to welding influences displacements in the
lower load ranges but reduces in effect as yielding propogates over a larger
proportion of area as loading approaches ultimate.

Load Distribution Beyond The First Line Of Anchors

The distribution of load beyond the first line of anchors depends on: (1) the
displacement of the first line of anchors, (2.) the thickness of plate, (3) the
size and location of the attachment with respect to the anchors, and (4) the
reduced capacity of the second line of anchors due to plate flexibility. The
distribution of load for a typical 3/4 inch thick strip plate is shown in
Exhibit No. 15.

Exhibit 15 indicates a limited eccentricity of load transfer to the first line
of anchors of approx 3 inches for any load distribution to the second line of
anchors witnout exceeding the stud capacity of the first line of anchors. The
limit shown for *the second lines of anchors is based on the e/t relationships
developed here-in and may not be a valid limit for multiple lines of anchors.
If the limit is valid the graph indicates that the second line of anchors will
generally fail before the first line of anchors reach their limit. If so then
failure of the second anchor line generally occurs at an appliedmoment less
than the capacity of the first line of anchors acting independently. This is
generally true (by analysis) for thicker plates as well. Thus, until more
specific information can be obtained on the capacities of the second line of
anchors beyond the attachment they should be discounted and not be considered
available for support of an adjacent attachment.



Design Recommendations

1. Effective Anchors

(a) Consider as effective only those anchors immediately beyond the
attachment. (The first line of anchors.) If the tensile flange of
the attachment is directly over an anchor or is in direct line with
a line of anchors then the next line of anchors is effective.

(b) Except as outlined in 1(a) disregard the second line of anchors beyond

an attachment for utilization by any other attachment.

2. Design Allowables

(a) Consider the e/t relationship of each tensile anchor beyond the
attachment and establish the ultimate stress capacity of each
anchor by:

f = 60- 15 /t,2

(b) For service load conditions apply a minimum factor of safety of 2.5
to the tensile capacities determined in 2(a).

(c) For factored load conditions apply a minimum factor of safety of
1.5 to the tensile capacities determined in 2(a).

(d) For the effectiveness of a line of anchors use the summation of
the individual anchor design allowables.

(e) In the transmission of shear, disregard all tensile anchors whose
capacity is effected by plate flexibility and transmit the entire
shear through the. remaining anchors.

3. Unless a flexible analysis is used assume the center of gravity of the
compressive force in an anchorage is located at a point 2 plate thicknesses
beyond the compression elements of the attachment.



Criteria For Qualification Of Desips

Minimum Spaciig.ofý.Studs. For a given size stud of fixed length there is a
innimum stud spacing'which is required for a given strength of concrete to
fully assure the development of the stud capacity. (See Civil Design '*'.

* Standard DSC6,.1 for embeddment requirements.) For Exhibits 16-21 we have
assumed a minimum spacing of seven inches on center for 3/4 inch studs and

six inches on centers for 5/8 inch studs. This spacing requires a concrete
* strength in excess of.5000 psi for full development. Since the long range
3 strength of all TVA structural concrete (containing fly ash) exceeds this,

the spacing should be an acceptable minimum particularly with flexible
plate connections because of the reduced stud capacities.

Plate flexibility and reduced stud capacity have been accounted for in the
development of the anchorage capacities shown in Exhibits 16-21. The uniaxial
capacities are based on location of the attachment anywhere within the con-
figuration of the'anchors such that minimum capacities are given. If the
spacing of anchors is taken as "S" then a minimum edge distance for the
attachment should be maintained as (S-1)/2. Note: A lesser edge distance
from stud topl.ate may be utilized to reduce plate size without reducing
capacity as 1 ng as the above minimum edge distance to attachment is
maintained.!

* Basic Criteria: No failure of anchorage will occur in flexure as long as
the uniaxial moment capacity of the anchorage exceeds the strong axis
moment capacity of the attachment or exceeds the capacity of the welds-
connecting the attachment to the anchor plate providing: (1) None of the
effective anchors are closer than two anchor spaces from anchors utilized
by another attachment, (2) a minimum edge distance for the attachment of
(S-ý1)/2 is observed.

In general the controlling element in the effect of increased anchor spacing on
"l moment capacity is the eifect of increased eccentricity on stud capacity. The

charts can be used to conservatively qualify larger anchor spacing by altering
the effective width of the attachment with larger anchor spacing. This is done

1 by reducing the actual width of attachment by an amount equal to approximately
2/3 of the difference between the overall spacing of the actual attachment
anchors and the overall spacing of the anchors in the charts. As an example:
(1) Assume a six inch tube section and a 1 inch thick by 16 inch wide plate
with 4-3/4 inch anchors at 10 inches on center. The difference in anchor
spacing is 3 inches therefore read a capacity for a "w" of 4 inches from Exhibit
No. 16 of 400 inch kips. (By analysis the minimum capacity is 419 inch kips.)
'(2) Assume a 21 inch attachment width on a 1 inch thick plate 36 inches wide
with 16-3/4 inch anchors at 10 inch on center. From Exhibit No. 18 read
2350 inch kips from W = 21 - (30-21)2/3 = 15 inches. (By analysis the minimum
capacity is 2580 inch-kips.)

Conclusions

I 1. The tensile capacity of welded stud anchors is effected by the flexibility
of the attachment plate transmitting stress to the anchors. Considering



as the minimum distance from anchor to attachment and "t" as the ',

thickness of p•1te; the effect of plate flexibility on minimum tensile
stress capacity " f" can be estimated by:

f = 60 - 15 V;/t- 2 in ksi.

2. The mode of failure does not appear to be a governing factor in establishing
stud capacity. For identical plate flexibilities there appears to be'little
difference in the ultimate capacities of the stud failures in the test
series compared with the plug failures of the plate from the 78-210 series.

3. The effect of reduced stud capacity with increased eccentricity is to,
restrict anchor effectiveness to the first line of anchors beyond the
attachment.

4. For moment type connections the second line of anchors beyond any attach-
ment should be discounted completely because of uncertainties related to'
capacities. The second line of anchors may be subject to failure at
applied moments less than the moment capacity excluding those anchors.

5. When the location of attachment with respect to anchors is known the
ultimate moment capacity of the anchorage about any axis can be reasonably
estimated by using the above reduced tensile stress allowables for each
tensle anchor beyond the attachment and by assuming the'center of gravity of
the compression is located 2 plate thicknesses beyond the compression elements
of the attachment. Anchors located between the CG of the compression
and the tension anchors exterior to the attachment may be assumed to have
stresses in proportion to their distances from the location of the CG.

6. When the location of the attachment with respect to the anchors is not
known then minimum capacities can be obtained from Exhibits No. 16-2--
as described here-in under "Qualification of Designs".
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Pictures of Tensile Test Rig

Summary of Tensile Test Results

Pictures of Moment Test Rig

Summary of Moment Test Results

Plot of Welded Stud Capacities vs Plate Flexibility

Tensile Tests - Stress vs Anchor Displacement - 1" Plate
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Tensile Tests.- Stress vs Anchor Displacement - 1/2" Plate

Moment vs Anchor Displacement - 1" Plate - 4 Anchors
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Moment vs Anchor Displacment - 1" Plate - 2 Anchors
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Distribution of Load to Anchors

Moment Capacity vs Attachment Width - 4-3/4" Anchor

Moment Capacity vs Attachment Width - 9-3/4" Anchor

Moment Capacity vs Attachment Width - 16-3/4" Anchor

Moment Capacity vs Attachment Width - 4-5/8" Anchor

Moment Capacity-vs Attachment Width - 9-5/8" Anchor
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